Stuttering is a fluency disorder, partially alleviated during altered auditory feedback, suggesting abnormal sensorimotor integration in adults who stutter (AWS). As weighting of multiple integrating-information sources would be decided based on their reliabilities, the use of external (auditory feedback) and internal information (prediction of sensory consequences) could correlate with speech processing. We hypothesized that abnormal auditory-feedback processing in AWS could be related to decrease in internal processing precision. We used a perceptual-adaptation experiment of delayed auditory feedback (DAF) to verify the hypothesis. Seventeen AWS and 17 adults who do not stutter (ANS) were required to say "ah" and judge the simultaneity between their motor sensations and vocal sounds in each stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 ms) after inducing adaptation of DAF (three conditions with 0-, 66-, or 133-ms delay). While no adaptation occurred during the 0 ms condition, perceptual change in simultaneity judgment (adaptation effect) occurred during the 66 and 133 ms conditions. The simultaneity judgments following exposure in each SOA were fitted to the psychometric function in each condition for the AWS and ANS groups. We calculated the µ (signifying the point of subjective simultaneity and adaptation-effect degree) and σ (signifying the detecting precision) of each function and analyzed them by parametric analyses. For the µ, participant groups and adaptation conditions showed a significant interaction; the adaptation effect was greater in the AWS than in the ANS group. Additionally, the µ and σ were only positively correlated in the AWS group. The point of subjective simultaneity for auditory delay by inducing DAF was higher in AWS than in ANS, indicating that perception of simultaneity in AWS was influenced by DAF to a greater extent. Moreover, the significant positive correlation between the µ and σ in AWS showed that the more imprecise the internal auditory processing, the more AWS relied on auditory feedback. It is suggested that the reliability of internal information differed within the AWS group, and AWS with reduced internal reliability appeared to compensate by relying to a great extent on auditory feedback information.
Stuttering is a fluency disorder, partially alleviated during altered auditory feedback, suggesting abnormal sensorimotor integration in adults who stutter (AWS). As weighting of multiple integrating-information sources would be decided based on their reliabilities, the use of external (auditory feedback) and internal information (prediction of sensory consequences) could correlate with speech processing. We hypothesized that abnormal auditory-feedback processing in AWS could be related to decrease in internal processing precision. We used a perceptual-adaptation experiment of delayed auditory feedback (DAF) to verify the hypothesis. Seventeen AWS and 17 adults who do not stutter (ANS) were required to say "ah" and judge the simultaneity between their motor sensations and vocal sounds in each stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 ms) after inducing adaptation of DAF (three conditions with 0-, 66-, or 133-ms delay). While no adaptation occurred during the 0 ms condition, perceptual change in simultaneity judgment (adaptation effect) occurred during the 66 and 133 ms conditions. The simultaneity judgments following exposure in each SOA were fitted to the psychometric function in each condition for the AWS and ANS groups. We calculated the µ (signifying the point of subjective simultaneity and adaptation-effect degree) and σ (signifying the detecting precision) of each function and analyzed them by parametric analyses. For the µ, participant groups and adaptation conditions showed a significant interaction; the adaptation effect was greater in the AWS than in the ANS group. Additionally, the µ and σ were only positively correlated in the AWS group. The point of subjective simultaneity for auditory delay by inducing DAF was higher in AWS than in ANS, indicating that perception of simultaneity in AWS was influenced by DAF to a greater extent. Moreover, the significant positive correlation between the µ and σ in AWS showed that the more imprecise the internal auditory processing, the more AWS relied on auditory feedback. It is suggested that the reliability of internal information differed within the AWS group, and AWS with reduced internal reliability appeared to compensate by relying to a great extent on auditory feedback information.
INTRODUCTION
Developmental stuttering is a fluency disorder characterized by frequent word or part-word repetition, prolongation, and silent blocks that disrupt the rhythmic flow of speech, especially in the initial parts of utterances (e.g., Van Riper, 1982; Guitar, 2018 ). An approximate 1% of the adult population and 5% of children stutter, typically starting at 3-5 years of age (e.g., Månsson, 2000; Yairi and Ambrose, 2013) . Although the disorder involves brain anatomical and functional abnormalities (e.g., Fox et al., 1996; Etchell et al., 2018) , physiological abnormality (e.g., Hutchinson and Watkin, 1976) , and dysfunction of sensorimotor speech processing (e.g., Kalinowski et al., 1996) , the underlying mechanism remains unclear. Classically, sensorimotor speech deficits in AWS are considered a source of stuttering (e.g., Stromsta, 1972; Neilson and Neilson, 1987; Max et al., 2004; Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008) .
The sensorimotor integration of speech is an essential process to realize precise and rapid speech movement. That is, there is an interaction between speech motor control and processing of auditory feedback (note that we focus on auditory feedback processing, although somatosensory or proprioceptive feedback is also used in speech production). When we produce speech and the articulator moves, feedforward and feedback motor control work in parallel. In feedforward control, motor commands are prepared before the onset of movement and then issued to the musculature for articulation without any modification (Kawato, 1999; Max et al., 2004) . However, environmental noise or articulator perturbation disturb precise sensory feedback, and as a result, mismatch occurs between the expected and produced auditory signal. Feedback control then works to repair the movement. Efference copies that predict the desired sensory consequences are generated in brain networks in parallel with the motor commands. By continuous comparison of the internal prediction with sensory afferent information, and their integration with the comparator, we can monitor the movement and update motor commands to minimize the mismatch between internal prediction and sensory feedback.
When we integrate external and internal information, their weighting is decided based on their precision or reliability (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004; Körding and Wolpert, 2004; Moore and Fletcher, 2012) . To achieve robust perception, we combine and integrate multiple sources of sensory information (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004) . Relying on external signals (e.g., auditory feedback) is enhanced when the reliability of internal signals (that is, noisy and imprecise internal prediction) is reduced.
Previous behavioral and neurophysiological findings suggest that there is abnormal sensorimotor (e.g., auditory to speech) integration in AWS (e.g., Neilson and Neilson, 1987; Max et al., 2004; Hickok et al., 2011; . Although we recognize that we could not identify the specific factors that cause stuttering because stuttering is a multi-factored disorder (e.g., Smith and Weber, 2017) , we propose a hypothesis that the source of stuttering involves dysfunction of auditory feedback. This is supported by the notion that altered auditory feedback (delayed auditory feedback, frequency altered feedback, and masking auditory feedback) has the temporal effect of alleviating stuttering (e.g., Kalinowski et al., 1993; Lincoln et al., 2006) . The low incidence rate of stuttering among deaf persons, who cannot use auditory feedback, was also reported (Montgomery and Fitch, 1988; Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008) . Neuroimaging studies have shown atypical brain activity specifically in auditory-related areas in individuals who stutter (see for review : Brown et al., 2005; Budde et al., 2014; Belyk et al., 2017; Etchell et al., 2018) . These studies indicated that stuttering disfluency is involved in abnormal sensorimotor integration.
The degree to which AWS use auditory feedback is under debate. Some previous studies have suggested that there is feedback-dominant speech motor control (overreliance on auditory feedback) in AWS (Fukawa et al., 1988; De Nil et al., 2001; Civier et al., 2010) . In addition to altered auditory feedback, several conditions such as shadowing (Healey and Howe, 1987) , choral speech (Kalinowski and Saltuklaroglu, 2003) , and dual tasks (Arends et al., 1988; Bajaj, 2007) reportedly enhance speech fluency in AWS. These conditions could serve to divert speech control from feedback-based motor control, resulting in speech-fluency enhancement (Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008) . Fukawa et al. (1988) found that AWS exhibit greater susceptibility to DAF than do ANS and therefore proposed that AWS control speech cognitively (feedback-based) rather than automatically (feedforward-based). De Nil et al. (2001) found greater cerebellar activation in AWS compared to ANS and contested that movement in AWS may be less automatic and more dependent on sensory or motor monitoring. The directions into velocities of articulators model, which is a neural network model of speech production, simulates stuttering based on the dominance of feedback control in speech (Guenther et al., 2006; Civier et al., 2010; Tourville and Guenther, 2011) . Unlike ANS, which must rely primarily on feedforward control, AWS produce speech with a motor strategy that relies heavily on auditory feedback control because of impaired readout of feedforward control (Civier et al., 2010) . In contrast, recent studies have shown that the corrective motor responses to compensate for unexpected auditory perturbations are smaller in AWS than in ANS (Cai et al., 2012 (Cai et al., , 2014 Loucks and De Nil, 2012; . Electrophysiological studies have also reported reduced modulation of auditory evoked potentials that decreased the preparation of the auditory system during speech planning in AWS (Daliri and Max, 2015a,b; Mock et al., 2015) . The inefficiency in auditory-motor integration (or sensory-motor integration in general) may be a result of reduced reliance on auditory feedback (Loucks and De Nil, 2006; Daliri et al., 2013) .
We emphasize again that sensory integration is weighted according to the reliability of the internal prediction and outer sensory feedback (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004; Körding and Wolpert, 2004; Moore and Fletcher, 2012) . The degree to be applied is determined based on this weighting. Although not sufficiently documented, it is suggested that the internal actionrelated prediction signal is noisy and imprecise in AWS. Hickok et al. (2011) proposed a theoretical model of speech processing and argued that imprecise mapping between the sensory and motor systems could be a source of dysfunction in stuttering.
They argued that in AWS, because of anatomical asymmetry in the planum temporale (Foundas et al., 2004) , which could contain the area of sensorimotor transformation, the mapping between the internal model of the vocal tract and the sensory system is noisy, resulting in increased variance of the mapping function. A corticoanatomical disconnection involving the region of the prediction signal was also observed (Sommer et al., 2002) . Max et al. (2004) also hypothesized that stuttering results from unstable or insufficiently activated internal models based on the schematic representation of a speech control model. These notions support the hypothesis of the noisy internal prediction signal or mapping that may result in less reliable output from the comparator.
In sum, internal abnormal processing and maladaptive responses could underlie the deficits of auditory feedback processing in AWS. The degree of using auditory feedback should be determined by the prediction signal's reliability. In other words, to achieve precise auditory perception, the relative weighting toward auditory feedback could be associated with that of internal processing. However, the imprecision of the internal prediction signal or mapping and the relationship between the degrees of internal precision and external auditory feedback reliance remain unclear.
We then hypothesized that deficits in integration of auditory feedback in AWS are related to decrease in the reliability of internal processing and simultaneously investigated three variables as independent factors: reliance on auditory feedback, precision of internal processing, and the correlation between them. We performed a behavioral experiment using adaptation of altered auditory feedback. Adaptation is the process of adjusting one's perception or actions to new situations (e.g., the gradual variations in bone growth or muscle-mass increases or the change in motor dynamics over a shorter timescale) (Shadmehr et al., 2010; Wolpert et al., 2011) , such as visuo-motor (Synofzik et al., 2010) , auditory-motor (Daliri and Max, 2018; , or auditory-perception Kawabata, 2011, 2014) adaptation. We could obtain a benefit by using altered auditory feedback because this experimental condition does not change the somatosensory feedback (e.g., motor perturbation) and we could exclude the somatosensory effect. In line with a previous DAF adaptation experiment Kawabata, 2011, 2014) , we used a simultaneity judgment task with AWS and ANS between voice onset and perception of auditory feedback after inducing a voice lag adaptation. By investigating the degree of perceptual changes in simultaneity judgment (i.e., adaptation effects), it is possible to show the degree to which individuals rely on sensory feedback information (Synofzik et al., 2010) . If the adaptation effect is small, it would denote that sensory information is used to a limited degree. In contrast, a greater adaptation effect would denote that individuals rely more on sensory feedback, thus updating the prediction signal considerably. The consistency of the simultaneity judgment (i.e., participant judgment between the auditory feedback and internal sensory prediction converted from the efferent motor signal generated in parallel with the speech command) reflects the precision of the internal signal itself, which predicts auditory consequences or integration processing, as sensory information is not changed within one experimental condition. More precise internal processing could reduce the variance of judgment. More importantly, the relationship between the adaptationeffect degree and the variability of the judgment reflects the relationship between reliance on auditory feedback and precision of the prediction signal. In the experimental paradigm of DAF adaptation, we could investigate the specific aspect of sensorimotor integration, i.e., the temporal perception of auditory feedback in AWS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement
The ethics committee of the Unit for the Integrated Studies of the Human Mind, Kyoto University approved the experimental procedures in advance, and the experiment was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Prior to the experiment, we obtained written informed consent from each participant after information was provided regarding the study purpose, methodology, risks, duration of the experiment, handling of personal information, benefit of the study's result, rights to withdraw, and voluntary participation.
Participants
The AWS group consisted of 17 adults (five women, one lefthanded) aged 19-30 years (mean age and standard deviation, 23.7 ± 3.3 years), and the ANS group consisted of 17 adults (five women, one left-handed) aged 20-29 years (23.5 ± 2.7 years). The two groups were matched for age (t(32) = 0.23, p = 0.82; unpaired t-test), sex, and their dominant hand. All participants were native speakers of Japanese. No participant had history of neurological problems or speech or language problems, except for stuttering in the AWS group. Their hearing was normal, to the extent that all participants could normally participate in conversation.
Experimental Settings and Stimuli
The experiment was conducted individually in a closed, soundproof room. The participants remained in the soundproof room alone and they were seated in a chair. The experimental setting is shown in Figure 1 . A display monitor (LL-T174-B, SHARP, Osaka, Japan) was placed on a desk in front of the participant. Participants were required to look at the display wearing headphones (HP-RX500, JVC, Kanagawa, Japan). Participant voices were recorded by a microphone (ECM-G5M, SONY, Tokyo, Japan) and fed back in real-time on the headphones through an auditory effector (MX300, LEXICON, Waltham, MA, United States) and audio mixer (802VLZ4, MACKIE, Woodinville, WA, United States). The auditory effector was connected to the microphone in order to produce auditory delays between voice onset and voice perception. Delay times were manipulated using MATLAB (2012a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, United States) on a Windows PC (PRECISION T1600, DELL, Tokyo, Japan), and MIDI controller on the PC send a command signal to the effector. Pink noise at a 90-dB sound pressure level was constantly presented through the headphones during each block for the purpose of masking the participants' voice via air duct sound and disrupting any potential additional auditory cues other than the feedback from the headphones. The auditory feedback of the participants' voice and masking noise were composed through an audio mixer before being presented through the headphones. We confirmed that the participants could hear their voice through the headphones.
Procedure
A visual cue with a blue, green, yellow, or red circle was successively presented at the center of the display for 1 s. Numbers on the colored circles were presented as an instructional countdown (i.e., 3, 2, 1, as shown in Figure 2) .
The experimental design and procedure were according to previous studies on DAF adaptation Kawabata, 2011, 2014) . Figure 2 presents the time course of one block. One block contained an "Adaptation phase (inducing adaptation)" and a "Top-up and Test phase (maintaining adaptation and response)." In the "Adaptation phase, " three blue cues and 10 green cues were successively presented, and this loop was repeated 18 times. Blue cues denoted rest. When the green cue was presented, participants were required to say "ah." Since 10 green cues were presented, the participants said "ah" 10 times at intervals of 1 s in one loop. The participants' voices were presented via the headphones with a constant delay in a block (the adapted SOA: 0, 66, or 133 ms), inducing lag adaptation. In the "Top-up and Test phase, " three blue cues, 10 yellow cues, three blue cues, and a red cue were successively presented, and this loop was repeated 35 times. The yellow cues played the role of the green cues (the adapted SOA was also the same). With the red cue, the participants were instructed to say "ah" and judge the simultaneity between their motor sensations and vocal sounds at that time (test SOA of 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 ms.) . The test SOAs in the 35 trials were in random order; every SOA occurred five times in each block. The judgment was performed by pressing a keyboard key (left arrow or right arrow) located in front of the participants' right hand. The left FIGURE 2 | Sequence of visual cues presented on the display in one block. One block consisted of the "Adaptation phase" and "Top-up and Test phase (maintaining adaptation and response)."
arrow key was labeled "simultaneous" and the right arrow key was labeled "delayed."
Every participant completed six blocks in the entire experiment; two blocks in each condition (adapted SOA of 0, 66, or 133 ms). Thus, there were 70 judgment trials, and each of the seven SOAs was repeated 10 times. The six blocks were divided across 2 days and counterbalanced for order across participants. Between blocks, there was 5 min break for rest.
For the purpose of assessing stuttering severity in AWS, a reading task (the participants read a passage of approximately 550 syllables) and a speaking task (the participants produced spontaneous speech for 1 min) were administered to the AWS group before the experiment. All speech samples were video recorded with a video camera (HDR-XR550V, SONY) and used by two qualified and trained speech therapists to assess the stuttering severity of the AWS using the SSI-3 (Riley, 1972) . To ensure the measurement reliability of the SSI score ratings, stuttering disfluencies were recalculated by the first speech therapist for 10% of the sample selected at random (intra-rater reliability), and inter-rater reliability was determined by a second speech therapist calculating the stuttering scores. Then, an intraclass correlation coefficient analysis was conducted.
Data Analysis
The individual proportion of "delayed" responses in each test SOA (0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 ms) was calculated as a function of the SOA for each condition (adapted SOAs of 0, 66, or 133 ms). In total, each participant completed six blocks (three conditions), and as a result, there were 10 judgments in each test SOA of each adapted SOA condition; these trials were then entered into the analysis. A cumulative Gaussian psychometric function was then fitted by Probit analysis with/without a lapse parameter, and the function was selected based on Akaike's Information Criteria (Akaike, 1974) . We also calculated the deviance of this psychometrical model relative to the saturated model (Kingdom and Prins, 2010) , and it did not show a significant improvement in fit (p > 0.05) compared to the saturated model. This confirmed the goodness of fit in each participant in the three conditions. Fitted psychometric functions have two parameters; mean (µ: the interpolated 50% crossover point) and standard deviation (σ: represents the slope of the psychometric function). The µ represents the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS) and adaptation-effect degree, and the σ represents the precision of simultaneous judgment. The µ and σ were calculated in each condition for all participants and separately analyzed by a 2 (Group: AWS vs. ANS) × 3 (Adapted SOA: 0 vs. 66 vs. 133 ms) mixed-design analysis of variance with Shaffer's multiple comparisons. The µ in the adapted SOA 66-or 133-ms condition denotes the susceptibility of the disruption by DAF, and the 0-ms condition was considered the baseline. The σ denotes participant judgment consistency. We regarded the adapted SOA 0-ms condition as the control condition for comparisons. Finally, to examine the relationship between the adaptation-effect degree and consistency of judgment, Pearson's correlation analysis was performed between the µ (difference between two of the three conditions) and σ within each group. The difference of µ between two of the three conditions denotes the degree of the adaptation effect (i.e., a small difference between e.g., the 0-and 66-ms conditions denotes that adaptation was minor and thus that adaptation of DAF had limited influence, and vice versa). We combined all µ and σ condition combinations; i.e., µ was the µ of the "66-0 ms conditions, " "133-0 ms conditions, " and "133-66 ms conditions, " and σ was the σ of the 0-, 66-, and 133-ms conditions. Figure 3 shows the fitted psychometric function in the three conditions in the AWS and ANS groups. The horizontal axis represents the SOA when participants heard their own voice, and the vertical axis represents their response ratio of correct judgment (except when the SOA was 0 ms, as there was no delay), i.e., the ratio when they responded that their auditory feedback was "delayed." The µ (Figure 4) showed a significant main effect of group (F(1,32) = 128.91, p < 0.001, η 2 G = 0.469), adapted SOA (F(2,64) = 12.09, p < 0.01, η 2 G = 0.228), and an interaction between them (F(2,64) = 16.19, p < 0.001, η 2 G = 0.100). In the post hoc analysis, the µ in the 66-ms condition was significantly higher than that in the 0-ms condition (t(16) = 7.61, p < 0.01, d = 1.443 in AWS; t(16) = 4.08, p < 0.01, d = 0.874 in ANS) and it was significantly higher in the 133-ms condition than in the 0-ms (t(16) = 14.33, p < 0.01, d = 2.477 in AWS; t(16) = 6.08, p < 0.01, d = 1.504 in ANS) and 66-ms (t(16) = 8.69, p < 0.01, d = 1.553 in AWS; t(16) = 4.12, p < 0.01, d = 0.772 in ANS) conditions. When comparing the AWS and ANS groups, significant differences were observed in the 66-ms (F(1,32) = 10.96, p < 0.01, η 2 G = 0.255) and 133-ms (F(1,32) = 21.53, p < 0.001, η 2 G = 0.402) conditions, but not in the 0-ms condition (F(1,32) = 1.21, p = 0.28, η 2 G = 0.037), which indicated that the µ in the 66-ms and 133-ms conditions in the AWS group was significantly higher than that in the ANS group. These results show that when DAF adaptation occurred, the AWS required longer to detect the auditory delay of their voices than did the ANS. In contrast, the lack of significant difference in the 0-ms condition signified that the AWS and ANS groups did not differ in their PSS when there was no adaptation.
RESULTS
The σ (Figure 5) showed a significant main effect of adapted SOA (F(2,64) = 10.95, p < 0.001, η 2 G = 0.083) but no significant main effect of group (F(1,32) = 3.04, p = 0.09, η 2 G = 0.065) and interaction between them (F(2,64) = 1.31, p = 0.27, η 2 G = 0.011). In the post hoc analysis, the σ in the 133-ms condition was significantly higher than that in the 0-ms condition (t(32) = 3.71, p < 0.01, d = 0.588) and in the 66-ms condition (t(32) = 4.02, FIGURE 3 | Psychometric function in the three adaptation conditions. Each function was fitted using the parameters of mean µ and σ of the AWS and ANS groups. The plots and error bars represent the means and standard errors (SEs, respectively) of each participant's psychometric function. ANS, adults who do not stutter; AWS, adults who stutter.
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org p < 0.01, d = 0.550) in the within-group comparison. This signifies that there was no difference in prediction precision in the group comparison. Next, analysis of the correlation coefficient between µ and σ showed that while no significant correlation between µ and σ (r = −0.39, p = 0.123) was observed in the ANS group, a significant correlation was observed in the AWS group (r = 0.69, p = 0.003) (Figure 6 as an example among the combinations of µ and σ) (Pearson's correlation analysis, n = 16 in the AWS group and n = 17 in the ANS group). This correlation tendency in the AWS and ANS groups was observed in most combinations of µ and σ ( Table 1) .
The SSI scores of the AWS varied from very mild to very severe (mean = 21.7, SD = 9.1; seven very mild, five mild, three moderate, two severe, one very severe), and we could obtain sufficient reliability of assessment (intra-rater reliability: 0.74, inter-rater reliability: 0.99). While the SSI score and µ did not show a significant correlation, the SSI score and σ were positively significantly correlated (r = 0.58, p = 0.014) (Figure 7 ) (Pearson's correlation analysis, n = 17). This suggests the involvement of stuttering severity in the precision of internal prediction.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to investigate speech sensorimotor integration in AWS by adapting the auditory delay of the participants' voice. The µ of the 0-ms condition did not differ between the AWS and ANS groups, and thus the participants in the two groups could have been equally capable hearing-wise to complete this experiment. Regarding the µ of the psychometric function, both groups were influenced by DAF, with the result of exhibiting a higher PSS for auditory delay induced by DAF adaptation, and this trend was more remarkable in the AWS group than in the ANS group. This signified that by inducing DAF adaptation, the PSS shifted to a higher direction to compensate for perceptual temporal discrepancies in both AWS and ANS. In the case of ANS, the result is consistent with previous findings that showed temporal recalibration of speech after lag adaptation Kawabata, 2011, 2014) . We contributed with the novel finding that compared to ANS, the simultaneity judgment in AWS is greatly shifted in the direction of exposure delays. This denoted that AWS were influenced by DAF to a greater extent. These maladaptive responses to mismatches between predicted and actual consequences partly supported the notion that AWS rely on auditory feedback to a greater extent. Because AWS rely a greater extent on auditory feedback, the adaptation effect of their simultaneity judgment could be considerably influenced by auditory delay. This is consistent with some previous findings of AWS overreliance on auditory feedback in speech motor control (Fukawa et al., 1988; De Nil et al., 2001; Max et al., 2004; Vasic and Wijnen, 2005; Guenther et al., 2006; Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008; Civier et al., 2010) , but some studies have produced opposite results (Loucks and De Nil, 2006; Cai et al., 2012 Cai et al., , 2014 Loucks and De Nil, 2012; . This inconsistency may be interpreted as follows. First, there were some methodological issues, such as differences in the modalities used among studies. The former studies used DAF, MAF, or other fluency-enhancing conditions in their behavioral experiments (Fukawa et al., 1988; Lincoln et al., 2006; Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008) or computed situational studies (Civier et al., 2010) . The latter studies mainly focused on the modulated auditory feedback (Cai et al., 2012 (Cai et al., , 2014 Daliri and Max, 2018; , somatosensory feedback (Daliri et al., 2013) , or auditory evoked potentials in response to probe tones Max, 2015a,b, 2018) . Regarding these studies, our scope of investigation was a specific aspect of sensorimotor integration, i.e., the temporal perception of auditory feedback. Thus, the modalities or parameters used in previous studies could have contributed to the observed differences. Given the widespread notion that stuttering is a timing or rhythm disorder (e.g., Alm, 2004; Etchell et al., 2014 Etchell et al., , 2015 Guitar, 2018) and that Tsakiris et al. (2005) proposed two pathways of efferent Between the µ and σ, the Pearson's correlation coefficient of the AWS and ANS groups with the exception of one µ outlier (66-0 ms conditions) in the AWS group. * * p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, † p < 0.1. ANS, adults who do not stutter, AWS, adults who stutter.
signals, timing information ("row" motor command) and other movement descriptors (e.g., kinematic), our study findings could contribute to the mechanism of the sensorimotor timing process of speech. Another reason for the inconsistency between our results and those of some previous studies could be the difference in the adaptation levels used in the respective experiments. Previous studies examined the modulation function of AWS' speech characteristics that did not usually involve participant awareness, when the auditory feedback was altered (Cai et al., 2012 (Cai et al., , 2014 Daliri and Max, 2018) , treating it as a dependent variable. However, we investigated "perception (judgment)" after auditory adaptation. We have to distinguish these findings and discuss them with caution. Our findings could contribute to the literature in that the sensorimotor system in AWS is affected by auditory feedback distortion to a greater degree than it is in ANS (see Fukawa et al., 1988) . Then, we should speculate on why AWS rely more on auditory feedback. The group difference between AWS and ANS in σ per se did not reach significance. Collectively, the precision of the prediction signal in AWS was not different than that in ANS, even when adaptation of DAF occurred. This would signify that AWS did not simply have a sensory deficit in the processing of the temporal information of their voice. Interestingly, we found a significant positive correlation between µ and σ only in the AWS group. That is, the more imprecise the internal auditory processing in AWS, the more FIGURE 7 | Pearson's correlation between the σ and the SSI score in AWS (n = 17). * p < 0.05. AWS, adults who stutter; SSI, Stuttering Severity Instrument.
they rely on auditory feedback. This is consistent with our hypothesis regarding the framework of internal and external integration of information. To increase the reliability of our final perception, we combine different sources based on their precision or reliability (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004; Moore and Fletcher, 2012) . In voluntary action, because internal cues presumably provide highly reliable information, internal prediction would receive higher weighting (Tsakiris et al., 2005) and external cues would receive lower weighting. Conversely, when internal cues are unreliable for some reason (i.e., experimental manipulation to produce noise), external cues carry relatively more weight (e.g., Moore et al., 2009) . The result of the present study suggested that the precision of internal processing differed within the AWS group and that AWS who placed less weight to internal information could compensate for this internal issue by placing more weight on external information (auditory feedback).
This resembles the mechanism of positive symptoms in patients with schizophrenia, which involves misattribution of one's own actions to an external agent. Synofzik et al. (2010) indicated that patients with schizophrenia relied more strongly on the visual feedback of an action rather than on the internal prediction signal. Dysfunction of the dopamine system is implicated in both stuttering and schizophrenia (Alm, 2004; Winterer and Weinberger, 2004; Maguire et al., 2012) . Thus, a similar mechanism could be involved in the atypical sensorimotor integration. Previous studies have suggested the involvement of abnormalities in basal ganglion activity or in the dopamine system in AWS (Alm, 2004; Brown et al., 2005) . The activity of the basal ganglia would influence the internal timing processing of speech production involving the dopamine projections from the substantia nigra pars compacta to the striatum (Alm, 2004) . Dopaminergic neuron firing could code the reliability of signals (Fiorillo et al., 2003) . In addition, dysfunction of the dopamine system increases internal noise in patients with schizophrenia (Weinberger et al., 2001; Winterer and Weinberger, 2004; Howes et al., 2012) , and could result in overreliance on external information (Synofzik et al., 2010) . This could also be the case in stuttering; that is, dopaminergic abnormality could render the internal processing noisy, leading AWS to over-rely on external auditory feedback. Moreover, the present study found that the correlation between stuttering severity and σ was significant; individuals with severe stuttering tended to be less precise in their judgments. Therefore, it is suggested that stuttering severity in AWS is correlated with the precision of the prediction signal. Giraud et al. (2008) reported a correlation between severity of stuttering and activity in the basal ganglia, and the findings of this neuroimaging study further support the relationship between the stuttering severity and imprecise prediction signal observed in the present study.
In contrast, no significant correlation between µ and σ was observed in ANS. This signifies that ANS's precision of internal processing and reliance on auditory feedback are independent of each other. One interpretation is that because the ANS could control speech movement mainly based on the feedforward signal rather than on the feedback signal (Kawato et al., 1987; Civier et al., 2010) , they could place relatively less weight on feedback control. Less weight on feedback control and greater weight on feedforward control inversely signified that the ANS did not need to assign weights to the feedback control system (i.e., both to internal prediction and external sensory information), and this is why the precision of the internal prediction and reliance on auditory feedback in AWS do not influence each other. In other words, the extent to which individuals rely on feedback control during speech movement could determine the degree of correlation between the precision of the prediction signal and reliance on auditory feedback.
The findings of the present study concern the "timing" process of abnormal sensorimotor integration, as we employed DAF. Previous studies also proposed that stuttering is a deficit in brain timing networks (e.g., Alm, 2004; Etchell et al., 2014 Etchell et al., , 2015 Guitar, 2018) . This notion follows from the observation that external stimulation, such as the rhythm produced by a metronome, choral speech, or singing, temporarily alleviates stuttering (Alm, 2004; Saltuklaroglu et al., 2004; Snyder et al., 2009) , and the behavioral asynchrony and variability of the task performances that are involved in timing (Hulstijn et al., 1992; Zelaznik et al., 1997; Boutsen et al., 2000) . Based on brain activation patterns, it was shown that the external timing networks (induced by the external timing cues) compensate for the internal timing networks (Ingham et al., 2012) . As mentioned earlier, an atypical brain activation pattern of the basal ganglia has been reported (Wu et al., 1995 (Wu et al., , 1997 Braun et al., 1997; Giraud et al., 2008) . Taken together, it is suggested that because the timing processing of AWS, e.g., the prediction signal of auditory feedback, is noisy, AWS employ the strategy of relying more on auditory timing information.
We further discuss implications for future studies. We emphasize again that we employed a perceptual DAF adaptation task in this study and investigated the specific processing of sensorimotor integration. As Tsakiris et al. (2005) proposed, the prediction signal could be separated to timing information and other information (processed by the forward predictive model) based on a behavioral self-recognition experiment. We assume that our brain separately encodes timing and other information (e.g., somatosensory feedback, see Civier et al., 2010) . There could also be a limitation of measurement validity, as we used temporal perception (judgment) to measure participant auditory prediction. In addition, an experimental limitation was that we could not distinguish the precision of internal processing, neither the prediction signal of sensory consequences nor the mapping of different sources. Furthermore, it remains to be revealed whether this atypical sensorimotor integration is specific to DAF [or the same for other types of adaptation of altered (e.g., frequency) auditory feedback]. It also remains unclear whether lag adaptation affects the consistency of auditory simultaneity judgment. The present study found a significant decrease in the judgment consistency, whereas Yamamoto and Kawabata (2011) did not reveal such an effect. Further studies are needed to address this issue. Additionally, we should mention as a study limitation that this DAF adaptation task used the participant's own voice as feedback. As we did not adopt a control experiment, it remains unclear whether the result is generalizable to other acoustic stimuli. An additional experiment could clarify the involvement of speech motor processing in the AWS sensorimotor integration deficit. Additionally, it should be noted that our study had a relatively small sample and only enrolled adults and thus, we could not determine whether this atypical sensorimotor integration was inherent or acquired, i.e., the cause or effect of stuttering. It was shown that while the adaptation magnitude of AWS in response to formant perturbation was smaller than that of ANS, this was not true for children who stutter . Structural and functional abnormalities in neural networks involved in sensorimotor processes are already present in children who stutter (e.g., Chang and Zhu, 2013; Chang et al., 2015) . Insufficiency in the internal model used for sensorimotor control of speech movement is caused by incorrect learning/updating in childhood (Max et al., 2004) . Taken together, the abnormal sensorimotor integration in AWS could be the result of dysfunction of motor learning or brain activity in childhood. Although these implications regarding the adaptation modalities and the participants' age remain to be elucidated, our results could shed light on the sensorimotor integration of auditory feedback in AWS.
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